Prominent politicians invite us to view them as mythic figures, and
American presidents make the exercise hard to resist. 2 My argument is not that we must refrain from interpreting the mythic dimensions of politics in general or presidents in particular. Susan Sontag may think that possible and moral, but what are the joys of a stringent and impossible literalism? 3 When myths are political arguments, symbolic stories of the whole, and musical words that rhythm our lives, we do not know which ones are true, which false, and which otherwise until we investigate them in detail. 4 We do know, though, that myths are inseparable from meanings. Consequently we do well to acknowledge that there is no way to ignore myths in politics, let alone remove them from politics, and there is no reason to try. 5 3 What I mean by saying we can do better is that figures in the Bush administration mostly fit a different mythos. The alternative makes more sense of recent American foreign policy with respect to Iraq. To analyze mythic aspects of George Bush, Saddam Hussein, and others is not to debunk them. Myths inform, define, even pervade politics from the exalted and respectable to the wretched and ludicrous. Myth analysis can be light of heart and foot without becoming inaccurate or disrespectful. The ethos and enterprise here amount to a playful formalism. The project is to try out mythic forms for the insights of pattern and the pleasures of recognition they can yield. Put the other way around, the purposes are fun and learning. As I explain the mythic alternative, please keep in mind that -no more than the cowboy mythos -does it trivialize the reasons for war in Iraq, the sacrifices in its conduct, or the consequences from its outcome. The same holds for the challenges in international relations at a time when the USA is the only global superpower. When Roland Barthes can show how soap is sold through mythic associations with superhero powers, and Anne Norton can echo just about everybody in complaining that America sells its presidents like soap in political ads on television, spotting mythic figures in presidential administrations must be fair game. 6 Let us play this as a scholarly sport. 8 People who talk about "cowboys" in politics typically mean gunfighters more than cow punchers, so consider Cheney specifically as the Lone Ranger. Cheney's idea of foreign affairs has been to ride into town, impose his version of justice because nobody there has the strength or virtue for it, then move on. No nation-building for him. Just as Cheney stays somewhat behind the scenes, especially since 9/11, the Lone Ranger hides his personal identity behind the famous mask. As a gunslinger, the Lone Ranger has a faithful companion in Tonto (Bush), who is a "natural" in ways the gunslinger will never be and has established common cause with him.
9 As a group, gunslingers gravitate toward sensibilities of destiny, tragedy, even fatalism. The classicist Victor Hansen Davis professes admiration for "Cheney's 'tragic view of mankind,' akin to the ancient Greeks." 12 As "a man of few words," however, "Cheney may have more in common with the Lone Ranger than Pericles. 'It's more Wyoming, the code of the West,' said a top aide to the vice president. 'It's "You're welcome around here, neighbor. But don't run your cattle on my land. I'm not going to sit back for that."' Whether ancient Greece or Old West," Thomas adds, "the vice president has a world view, and it is not the one shared by members of the East Coast foreign-policy establishment, men and women of moderation who believe in reason and dialogue, who think that problems can be talked out. Cheney believes that the world is a dangerous place, that diplomacy can be a trap, that force is sometimes the only choice." 13 The gunslinger shows in response the kind of courage we call backbone and the sort of physical energy we term zip. He is manly, a man's man, even a mensch: each a term applied to Cheney. The gunslinger's goal is to put a bullet between the eyes of the enemy. In the case of the Lone Ranger, it is a silver bullet, so maybemythically -he has just been waiting to join Blade in killing vampires: Blade's vampires are hyper-allergic to silver, so he uses silver bullets too. 11 Bush declared in the 2000 campaign that his favorite political theorist is Jesus then called on Billy Graham in the wake of 9/11. Bush is a moralist, confronting Evil with the force of his personal convictions. The sensibility is romantic, not tragic; religious rather than militaristic, let alone businesslike; medieval (especially feudal) more than classical. "Bush had something like a conversion experience after 9-11; he went from a politician who was glad, and perhaps a little surprised, to be president, to a war leader with a providential sense of duty and destiny." 18 That week, before speechwriters could put words in his mouth, Bush vowed a "crusade" against terrorism. In that missionary spirit, his administration regards the Americans abroad from Afghanistan to Africa as "paladins of democracy." 19 To people outside the United States, his international politics seem even more imperial than authoritarian.
12 Personally as well as politically, Bush has been depicted as the alpha male: at times, macho to the point of being a bully. His courage summons guts and balls, but his energy stems more from spiritual zeal. (On figural kinds of political energy, see Figure 1 .) Beware if silver bullets are not enough to undo his enemies, because the blazing sunlight of his True Belief will burn them all to ash.
13 Who is this mythically? Not the Lone Ranger but Blade, who blends the gunslinger with the vampire hunter and the superhero to produce a vampire killer of superhuman powers. He is the "day walker," who knows the fallen enemy in his blood, but keeps himself from descending to that despicable level by force of will and dedication to his cause. Bush talks about his dissolute past that way, trumpeting his salvation by faith and the love of his strong-willed woman. Blade was born in vengeance. His crusade becomes to rid the world of the vampires, who prey on people and took his mother even as she was about to deliver him.
14 Infected from birth with the vampire craving for blood, Blade represses it chemically, but mainly he sublimates it to the cause of killing vampires. 
